LANDSCAPE TOOLS

WE GOT ‘EM

CHECK OUT OUR 2021 CATALOGUE | BICKLESHARDWARE.COM
Corn Broom
DRAIN SPADE, ENGINEERING RESIN
Dig small drains or install irrigation systems
with the help of the Garant Pro Series drain
spade made of engineered material.This
industrial-grade drain spade is especially
designed for professionals looking for a
robust, powerful and comfortable tool to
complete various landscaping projects.

$49.95

Garant® Corn Broom for Warehouse, 4-sew and 1 Wire
Band, Wood Handle. Ideal for indoor ﬂoors, garages,
driveways, patios and decks.

$14.99

PART NO: GAR GCBHD

sx

13” All-Purpose Angle Broom and Dustpan
Garant® 13” All-Purpose Large Angle Broom with Dustpan

$14.95

PART NO: GAR GAB13DP

PART NO: GAR GFDS14D

GARDEN SPADE, WOOD HANDLE
Cut through and turn over soil with the help of the Garant Pro
Series garden spade. This tool is equipped with a solid shank,
forged steel blade for more strength and with a footstep for
better security and power.
PART NO: GAR GFGS2FL

$45.95

ROUND POINT SHOVEL, LONG WOOD HANDLE
This industrial-grade shovel is especially designed for
professionals looking for an ultra-robust, reliable and eﬃcient
tool to complete various landscaping projects.

4 LBS SLEDGE HAMMER
This striking tool with a black ﬁnish, has a 4 lb
forged and tempered steel head for increased
strength and rigidity. Its 16 inch (40.64 cm)
varnished hickory handle absorbs shock well.

$25.95

$43.95

PART NO: GAR D40104

MULTI-PURPOSE SCRAPER
his tool is equipped with a robust
8.5″ (21.6 cm) forged steel head
that can be used for demolition
projects, as a scraper or as a lever.
PART NO: GAR GPFMS8

PART NO: GAR GIFR2L

POLY LEAF RAKE

SPRINGBACK LAWN RAKE

Pick up leaves on your lawn
come fall with the Practica
leaf rake. Its good quality
poly tines will maintain their
shape and its comfort grip will
reduce blistering. Designed
for residential use, this tool is
ideal for people looking for an
excellent quality/price ratio.

This tool has 22 tines and is
equipped with a 24″ (61 cm)
tempered steel head. This
industrial-grade lawn rake is
especially designed for people
looking for a robust and
eﬃcient tool.

$46.95

OUTFITTING CONTRACTORS SINCE 1919
CHECK OUT

BICKLESHARDWARE.COM

PART NO: GAR TFS24

$13.95

PART NO: GAR GLR22

$27.95

Bickle Main Industrial Supply Inc
5964 Main Street, Niagara Falls, ON L2G 5Z8

905 356-8151

GARDEN SPADE, WOOD HANDLE
This industrial-grade spade is especially designed for
professionals looking for an ultra-robust, eﬃcient and safe
tool to complete various landscaping projects..

$45.95

PART NO: GAR GFGS2FD

SQUARE POINT SHOVEL, WOOD HANDLE, D-GRIP

GARDEN SPADE, WOOD HANDLE
Cut through and turn over soil or prepare mixes with the help
of the Garant Pro Series garden spade. This tool is equipped
with a tempered steel blade and an extra-wide footstep for
better security and power.
PART NO: GAR GHGS2FD

$33.95

PRICES START FROM

We Got
‘em

GRAIN SCOOP WITH
ALUMINUM BLADE

$18.95

This tool is equipped with a
13.4″ (34 cm) aluminum blade.

This tool is equipped with
a robust 11.25″ (28.6 cm)
stamped and tempered steel
blade.

$29.95

$38.95

Designed for residential use, this
tool is ideal for people looking for an
excellent quality/price ratio.
PART NO: GAR TDR

$17.95

This tool is equipped with a tempered steel blade and a
rolled-back footstep. This shovel is especially designed for
professionals looking for a robust, reliable and eﬃcient tool.
PART NO: GAR GHS2L

Equipped with a tempered steel head & an extra-wide footstep for
more power and security. This industrial-grade shovel is especially
designed for professionals looking for a powerful and comfortable tool
to compete various landscaping projects. PART NO: GAR GPHR2FLS

ROUND POINT SHOVEL, LONG WOOD HANDLE
$29.95

$17.95

ROUND POINT SHOVEL, WOOD
HANDLE, D-GRIP

This tool is equipped with a solid shank and forged steel
blade for increased strength and rigidity. This industrialgrade shovel is designed for professionals looking for an
ultra-robust, reliable and eﬃcient tool.
PART NO: GAR GFS2L

ROUND POINT SHOVEL, ENGINEERING RESIN

ROUND POINT SHOVEL, LONG
WOOD HANDLE
Designed for residential use, this
tool is ideal for people looking for
an excellent quality/price.
PART NO: GAR TLR

PART NO: GAR TLS

NEED SHOVELS? WE GOT ‘EM

PART NO: GAR GSG04L

$40.95

Move earth, sand and other material with the help of the
Practica square shovel. This tool is equipped with a forwardturned footstep for better comfort.

SQUARE POINT SHOVEL, LONG WOOD HANDLE

PART NO: GAR GAG10L

GRAIN AND COAL SCOOP

$43.95

SQUARE POINT SHOVEL, LONG WOOD HANDLE
$49.95

$57.95

PART NO:
GAR GFR2D

SQUARE POINT SHOVEL, LONG WOOD HANDLE

$1.77/pr.

Need Work
Gloves?

This is a robust industrialgrade shovel and is especially
designed for professionals

This tool is equipped with a tempered steel blade and a
forward turned footstep. This shovel is especially designed for
professionals looking for a robust, reliable and eﬃcient tool to
complete various landscaping projects.
PART NO: GAR GHR2FL

ROUND POINT SHOVEL, LONG WOOD HANDLE
$18.95

Dig with precision with the help of the Garant Pro Series
round shovel.This tool is equipped with a 6″ narrow
tempered steel blade and with a footstep for more power
and security.
PART NO: GAR GHR1FL

Need Deck
Screws?

We Got ‘em

Need Safety
Glasses?

we got ‘em

PRICING FROM

24” DEMOLITION BAR
This 24 inch (61 cm) tool is made of ultra-robust forged and
tempered steel. Its oversized striking surface is properly
placed to facilitate the insertion of the tool with precision
and safety and increases the durability.
PART NO: GPWB24

$22.95

$279.95

30” DEMOLITION BAR
This 30 inch (76.2 cm) tool is made of ultra-robust forged and
tempered steel. Its oversized striking surface is properly placed
to facilitate the insertion of the tool with precision and safety and
increases the durability.
PART NO: GAR GPWB30

$24.95

48” DEMOLITION BAR
Rip out nails and demolish different structures quickly and
eﬃciently with the help of the Garant Pro Series professional
48 inch (121.9 cm) demolition bar.

$33.95

PART NO: GAR GPWB48

60” CROWBAR, PINCH POINT
This 60 inch (152.4 cm), 18 lb tool is made of excellent
quality forged and tempered steel for increased strength
and rigidity. It has a beveled head with 1 1/8 inch (2.9 cm)
blade.
PART NO: GAR CB60PC

$42.95

SHINGLE REMOVER TOOL

Chain Saws?

We Got ‘em

Our Best Price While
Supplies Last

This tool is equipped with a robust 7″ (17.8 cm) tempered steel head with
no welds for greater resistance, and a curvature that permits shingles to
slide off easily.

$36.95

PART NO: GAR GRS7D

HARD HAT
FORESTRY KIT

WRECKING TOOLS WE GOT ‘EM
27 OZ. DEAD BLOW HAMMER
A 27 inch striking tool built out of one ultrarobust piece of rubber which prevents
the handle from breaking & reduces the
risk of fragments breaking away. Beads
in the head produces an intense impact
therefore less striking force is necessary.
PART NO: GAR GDBH27

18oz (1-5/32 lbs.) Overall Weight,
1-21/32” Face, Diameter Black PVC Dead
Blow Hammer. This dead blow hammer
is designed for DIYers and professionals
looking for a robust, reliable and safe tool.

Hit with greater impact and with
less effort on different types of
materials when working on cars,
furniture, in the factory or at home
with the help of the Garant 52 oz.
dead blow hammer.
PART NO: GAR 83023

Need
Cooling Wear?

we got ‘em

HI-VISABILITY
SAFTEY VEST

$23.95

CSA Class2, Level 2
tearaway vest one size.

4 LBS SLEDGE HAMMER,
FIBERGLASS HANDLE
24 inch (61 cm) high-density polypropylene
over molded ﬁberglass handle resists
temperatures as low as -30°C. Its anti-slip
grip for increased comfort.
PART NO: GAR GPDF0424

$38.95

$41.95

JUMBO DEBRIS DUST PAN
Garant® 14” Jumbo Dust Pan
Plastic with Metal Handle
PART NO: GAR GJPDP14C

$94.95

PART NO: MSA 10118694

PART NO: GAR GDBH18

$27.95

52 OZ. DEAD BLOW HAMMER

mesh shield, sound
protection ear muffs
and V-Gard hard hat

18 OZ. DEAD BLOW HAMMER

$19.95

$9.95

PART NO: PIO V1022250-OS

TERRA BOOTS
Performance proven. Because for
Terra boots, it’s all about the
results. We deliver industry
leading safety and never
sacriﬁce on comfort
and performance.
PART NO: TER VRTX

FROM $179.95

LEVEL RAKE, ENGINEERING
RESIN

SPRINGBACK LAWN RAKE
You will be ready to pick up
dead grass on your lawn come
springtime or after its been mowed.
Designed for residential use, this
tool is ideal for people looking for
an excellent quality/price ratio.
PART NO: GAR TSL22

This tool has 14 tines and is equipped
with a forged steel head and an oversized
socket for optimal robustness and
performance.
PART NO: GAR GPCR14

$33.95

BYPASS LOPPING SHEARS,
TELESCOPIC HANDLES
Reach the higher branches with the
Garant Botanica bypass lopping
shears with telescopic handles
PART NO: GAR NXBL28RT

$30.95

$16.95

LANDSCAPING RAKE

5-TINE CULTIVATOR

PUSH BROOM,
24” MULTI SURFACE

This industrial-grade landscaping
level rake is especially designed
for professionals looking for a
robust, reliable and eﬃcient tool
to complete landscaping projects.

Pro Series multi-surface push broom.
Equipped with a 24” (61cm) broom that is
attached to an ultra-robust tempered steel
attachement for maximum robustness.
PART NO: GAR GPPBMD24

PART NO: GAR GALR36

$81.95

$39.95

CLEANUP TOOLS WE GOT ‘EM

Weed your garden and ﬂower
beds with the Garant Botanica
cultivator.
PART NO: GAR FHC5LH

$16.95

DUTCH HOE
This shank-type tool is equipped with
an 8″ (20.3 cm) thin, ultra-robust steel
blade. It easily uproots weeds with a
simple front-to-back movement.
PART NO: GAR GHH4

WHEELBARROW STEEL TRAY, 6 CU FT

$37.95

Highly visible 6 cu ft tray with a maximum capacity of 600lb (272.1kg) is made of a single
piece ultra-robust steel with welded clips under the tray for increased solidity. Its rolled
edge in the shape of a funnel with a pouring lip allows for precise and eﬃcient spreading.

$189.95

PART NO: GAR TIFS600

POLY WALL-MOUNT
HOSE REEL
PART NO: GAR 23883

$42.95

50’ HOSE
FFM WH8BLK-50H

$38.95

Equipped with an ultra-robust head
made of a single piece of forged
and tempered steel. Its 5, 13″
(33 cm) tines are sharp & narrow.
PART NO: GAR G0513D

100’HOSE
FFM WH8BLK-100H

$69.95

$51.95

INDUSTRIAL GRADE
WATER HOSE

COMMERCIAL
INSULATED GRIP NOZZLE

GARANT HEAVY-DUTY
17” DUSTPAN

PART NO: GLM 572TFR

PART NO: GAR GADP17C

$14.95

5-TINE MANURE FORK

$15.95

WE ARE A FULL LINE
DEALER

6-TINE MANURE FORK
Its 6, 13″ (33 cm) tines are
sharp and narrow for better
manipulation of the manure.
PART NO: GAR G0613L

$55.95

10” X 10” TAMPER,
FIBERGLASS HANDLE
Pro Series® Tamper 10” x 10”
Fiberglass Handle.
PART NO: GAR GPT1448

$46.95

POWER TOOLS | HAND TOOLS | SAFETY | FASTENERS
WORKING SHOULDER TO SHOULDER SINCE 1919
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WHILE SUPPLIES LAST, NO RAINCHECKS, EXPIRES 06/30/2021

